In this article we consider a mixed fork-join synchronization Markovian queueing network consisting of two input buffers, B 1 and B 2 , fed by arrivals from two populations. The first is a finite population of size K and second population is infinite. The first population feeds the first buffer and the second population feeds the second finite buffer. As soon as there is one part in each buffer, two parts one from each buffer are joined and exit immediately. We provide model analysis, performance measures, and characterization of the departure process; in particular we provide the marginal distribution of inter-departure times.
Introduction
Consider a queueing network model consisting of two input buffers, B 1 and B 2 , fed by arrivals from two populations; the first is a finite population of size K and the second is infinite. The first population feeds the first buffer and the second population feeds the second finite buffer of a limited capacity N. As soon as there is one part in each buffer, two parts one from each buffer are joined and exit immediately. The B 1 -departed part rejoins the first finite population and the B 2 -departed part leaves the system. Therefore, at least one buffer has no parts at all times and parts in the other buffer wait until one part is available in each buffer. This type of model is called a synchronization queue, a fork/join station (Krishnamurthy et al. [1] ), a kitting process or a double ended queue.
This model can best be described by the well known taxi-cab problem where taxis and passengers form two different queues, say the taxi queue and the passenger queue respectively. A passenger (taxi) who arrives at the taxi stand without finding taxis (passengers) in the taxi (passenger) queue has to wait in the passenger (taxi) queue and leaves as soon as a taxi (passenger) comes to the stand. The model has many applications in various areas. An important application for this and related models is credit-based flow control management schemes that are becoming increasingly popular in high-speed and local area networks. Fibre Channel [2] , the technology used to realize storage area networks, uses credit-based techniques for both end-to-end and link-level flow control. Credit-based methods are also used for link-level and end-to-end flow in InfiniBand [3] , a new system area network technology for interconnecting processors, IO nodes, controllers and adapters. Credit-based virtual circuit flow control has also been proposed as an efficient means of implementing flow-controlled ATM networks [4] . Further applications include parallel processing, database concurrency control, flexible manufacturing systems, assembly systems, communication protocols among others. Typically one is interested in computing the mean number of jobs in each buffer, system throughput, and characterization of the departure process, (e.g., the distribution of time between departures). Variants of our model are considered in the queueing literature. Krishnamurthy et al. [1] study the system performance and the departure process in a fork/join station that is part of a closed network where the inputs are from finite population subnetworks having Coxian service distribution. Departure processes in related fork/join systems are considered in Goossens et al. [5] , Takahashi et al. [6] , Som et al. [7] and references there in. In particular, Goossens et al. [5] consider a fork/join model where buffers are fed by finite population subnetwork stations composed of multiple exponential servers. Som et al. [7] consider two finite buffers fed by two independent Poisson processes and show that the departure (kitting) process is a Markov renewal process. Takahashi et al. [6] consider a variant of Som et al. [7] kitting process where resume levels on both buffers are adopted in order to improve system performance. El-Taha and Heath [8] consider a similar model with batch arrival and infinite buffer size B 2 and give system performance measures. El-Taha and Jafar [9] consider a model where two finite buffers are fed by arrivals from two finite populations and give a characterization of the departure process. In this model we have two buffers, the first is fed by arrivals from a finite population and the second finite buffer is fed by arrivals from an infinite population. In this article, we focus on customers arriving singly to the finite buffer, B 2 and study the departure process.
This article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we provide a state description for the model that leads to simple analysis, performance measures are also given.
In Section 3 we provide our main result which consists of characterizing the departure process at departure instants as a Markov renewal process and solve the imbedded Markov chain. We also give the one step transition probabilities and devise a stable algorithm to compute the stationary distribution of the Markov chain, then the marginal distribution of the inter-departure times are given. An illustrative example is provided. Conclusions and remarks are given in Section 4.
Model description
In this section we give a brief review of the model using a modified state description that leads to simple model analysis. Consider a fork-join queueing model consisting of two input queues, the credit-count, B 1 and, a finite message queue, B 2 of size N. Arrivals that find the loss queue B 2 full are lost. The queues are fed by arrivals from two populations: the receiver's buffer manager and the sending host's drivers. The size of the receiver buffer population is K ; and the size of the message population is infinite. The first population feeds the credit-count, B 1 , and the second population feeds the buffer message queue, B 2 . As soon as there is an object in each input queue, a message immediately departs the message queue, B 2 , the credit-count, B 1 , is decremented by one, and the receiver buffer population is incremented by one. Therefore, at least one queue is always empty, and any objects in one queue wait for an arrival to the other (see Fig. 1 ).
We solve this model to determine the system performance measures. Specifically, we derive the stationary distribution of the two buffers, formulas for the mean number of waiting messages in buffer B 2 , mean message queue waiting times, message throughput, message loss probability, and mean number of buffer B 1 credits, among others. We also characterize the message queue departure process.
We make the following assumptions: Credits are sent one at a time. Let the time until each member in population one, a credit, requests service by joining the credit-count queue, B 1 , be exponential with parameter λ 1 . Then the times between sending credits are exponential with parameters nλ 1 , where n is the number of elements remaining in the receiver's credit population; that is, if Z is the number of credits in B 1 , n = K − Z . Note that 1/λ 1 is the mean time a credit spends in the credit population before joining the credit buffer B 1 . We also assume that messages arrive at B 2 according to a Poisson arrival process, so that the time between arrivals in population two, a transmit message, requests service by joining the message queue, B 2 , is exponential with parameter λ 2 . 
Model analysis
Let X i (t) be the number of objects in queue B i at time t; i = 1, 2. Then X (t) = X 2 (t) − X 1 (t) + K is a birth-death process
When N is infinite we assume that the system is stable; that is, λ 2 /K λ 1 < 1. Fig. 2 gives the flow balance diagram for the birth-death process {X(t), t ≥ 0}. Next, we solve the balance equations to obtain the stationary distribution,
The flow balance equations are
With little thought, one recognizes that these are the equations of a Markovian multi-server finite buffer queue with arrival rate λ 2 , service rate λ 1 , K servers, and N buffer spaces (queue length, excluding servers). Solving the flow balance equations leads to the following stationary distribution; see Gross and Harris [10] .
where
Note that p(0) can be simplified further as
where ρ = λ 2 /K λ 1 .
Remark. Although {p(n), n = 0, . . . , N + K } is the stationary distribution of a finite buffer multi-server queue, the interpretations of these probabilities in the context of our model are different. In our model, p(0) is the probability of having
is the probability that both buffers are empty, and P(K + N) is the probability of having N jobs in B 2 ,
i.e. buffer B 2 is full and new arrivals will be lost.
Measures of effectiveness
Let {α 1 (j), j = 0, . . . , K } and {α 2 (j), j = 0, . . . , N} be the stationary probability distributions of having j objects in buffers B 1 and B 2 respectively. Then, it follows from (1) that
and
Let
be the combined effective arrival rate to both queues. Note that the first and second terms in (6) are the effective arrival rates to buffers B 1 and B 2 respectively. Now, using (1), (4), (5), and simplifying we obtain
Simple manipulations, using (1), lead to
Analytical simple formulas for L 1 and λ e can be obtained by similar substitution. Instead, noting system stability and that packets and credits leave in pairs, we conclude that the effective arrival rates to buffers B 1 and B 2 are equal, thus
Similarly,
Therefore combining (8) and (9), we obtain
It also follows that the system message throughput is X = λ e /2. Thus,
Using Little's formula, we obtain the mean time a message waits for a credit as
The probability that a message will find all N buffers full (and therefore will be lost) is given by
Moreover, the probabilities that B 1 or B 2 are empty are given by
Remark. It is interesting to note that the effect of increasing B 2 size, N to ∞ is similar to increasing queue size in a multiserver finite buffer queue to ∞. More specifically, let ρ = a/K < 1 to insure system stability, and N → ∞, then
In this case, the loss probability will be zero, and formulas for the measures of performance remain unchanged as long as p(0) is computed using (10).
In the following section we provide the key result of the paper, namely, a characterization of the departure process.
Characterization of the departure process
Characterizing the departure process is of theoretical interest in its own right, Disney and Kiessler [11] . It also has practical implications. First, it allows us to compute the marginal distribution of inter-departure times, thus gives us the ability to compute the system throughput and and its moments. Second, it can be used as a building block in solving larger networks, for example consider a network in which departures from our system feed another buffer down stream, so that the departure process is the arrival process to the down stream queue, thus the measures of interest of the down stream queue can be evaluated. More importantly, however, is that the insights we gain from the analysis of the departure process can lead to better understanding of the system and its operation.
In this section we provide our main result. First, the departure process is characterized as a Markov renewal process, then the imbedded departure process at departure instants is characterized as a Markov chain; second, the one step transition probabilities are evaluated and a numerically stable algorithm to compute the stationary distribution of the Markov chain is devised; third, the marginal distribution of inter-departure times is given; and finally, an illustrative example is provided.
Distribution at departure instants
Consider the process X ≡ {(X 1 (t), X 2 (t)), t ≥ 0} with state space {(0, 0), (1, 0) , . . . , (K − 1, 0), (0, 1) , . . . (0, N − 1)}.
Let t k be a departure instant, and define [5] [6] [7] and references therein. In this article we focus our analysis on the imbedded Markov chain X d , derive its one step transition probability matrix, present an efficient algorithm to compute its stationary distribution, and then obtain the marginal distribution of the inter-departure times process D.
Let π ≡ {π (j), j ∈ S} be the stationary distribution of the Markov chain X d (.); and let one step transition probabilities,
By (12), p(i, j) is the probability that X d is in state j at departure instant t k+1 given that it was in state i at departure instant t k . It follows that π is the unique stationary solution (see [7, 6, 5] ) of π = π P, j∈S π (j) = 1. Now, we compute the one step transition probabilities.
. This is when i represents number of jobs in buffer 1 left behind by departing pair, and buffer 2 is always empty. Now
This is when i − K represents number of jobs in buffer 2 left behind a departing job, and buffer 1 is always empty. Now
Note that a transition from i = K + 1 to j = K , is to be interpreted as a transition to j = 0.
Case iii (i = 0). This is the case when both buffers are empty. Starting with both buffers empty at a departure instant, the possible states at the next departure instant are: buffer 1 has j customers; buffer 2 has j customers; or both buffers are empty again. The one step transition probabilities are given by
Now, we give a recursive algorithm to solve the system of equations π = π P. Using the fact that probability flow across cuts balances (Kelly [12] , Lemma 1.4) one can see that for j = 1, 2, . .
Combining the above results, we recursively compute the stationary distribution {π (.)} using the following algorithm:
(ii) Compute π (j), j = 1, . . . , K − 1; and j = K + 1, . . . , K + N − 1 recursively using Eqs. (13) and (14).
(iii) Normalize.
We point out an alternative method would be to use the global balance equations and solve recursively similar to the above approach. However, due to subtractions and division, our method is more numerically stable than the method based on the global balance equations as shown by Stidham [13] .
Marginal distribution of inter-departure times
Because the one-step transition probabilities {p(i, j)} are stationary (time-homogeneous), the inter-departure times are independent and identically distributed. Let G(.) = P(D ≤ t) be the marginal distribution function of inter-departure times.
The inter-departure times distribution function is recognized as a mixture of three exponential distributions (hyperexponential). Using (15) we compute the mean time between departures E(D) as
Note that E(D) = X −1 is the reciprocal of the throughput. This provides an alternate way of computing throughput. One can use (15) to easily compute higher moments of inter-departure times. In particular one can compute the coefficient of variation of inter-departure times.
Example
Let K = N = 3. Then the one-step transition matrix is
Using results in this section, the one step transition probabilities are given by We have given an example that illustrates the techniques developed in this section. The one-step transition probabilities are computed, then using the algorithm the departure instant stationary probabilities are also computed, then the marginal distribution of inter-departure times is obtained. The distribution can be used to compute all moments of inter-departure times including throughput, variance, and coefficient of variation.
Conclusion and remarks
This article models a credit based flow control in computer communication networks as a Markovian mixed fork-join type network where jobs join two finite buffers. Jobs that join the first buffer come from a finite population and jobs that join the second buffer come from an infinite population. Jobs join together and leave when there is at least one job in each buffer. A modified state description leads to birth-death representation, thus we easily obtain the distribution of number of jobs at each buffer and all related performance measures. Moreover, we give a characterization of the departure process and the distribution of inter-departure times. A numerical example illustrates the techniques involved in computing the stationary distribution of the imbedded departure process and inter-departure times. This model has the potential for other applications as well like manufacturing and assembly systems.
